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   The bees learned about the Sun and the

planets that revolve around it and make

up the solar system. The sun is a star, an

extremely hot and luminous ball of gas. It

gives light and heat to the planets in the

solar system. The children made a sun

from colored paper and rays from crepe

paper.

   They had the patience to build a sun out

of dominoes. With a stick they drew a sun

in the corn. They really liked the

movement game: jumping from circle to   

circle.
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Kids love fun math so they counted the

dots on the sun's rays. They enjoyed the

light box activity where they had to

arrange the planets in the correct order

according to their proximity to the sun.

Shadows and lights fascinated everyone.
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STARS - STAR
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 The study of the Constellat�ons
part�cularly �nterested the ch�ldren.

They not�ce the d�fference �n the�r s�zes,
colors and sh�ne. Ch�ldren ga�n new
knowledge and supplement ex�st�ng

knowledge. They observe a set of stars
that g�ve certa�n geometr�c shapes, and
prompted by the�r cur�os�ty, the ch�ldren
want to create the�r own constellat�ons.

      

  A star �s a
celest�al body

that can be seen
�n the sky as a

br�ght po�nt. Our
br�ghtest star �s
the Sun and �t �s
bel�eved that
there are 70

tr�ll�on stars �n
our Un�verse.
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EARTH - GLOBE
Ayten Balazairova -Azerbaijan, 

school 101

We discussed with my students
 that the space figure of the

earth
 is a sphere.
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We created by cutt�ng c�rcles,
symmetr�cally d�v�d�ng them �n the

m�ddle and count�ng the colors of the
ra�nbow.
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Mounta�ns are h�gh-ly�ng
parts of land. They are
formed as a result of

orogen�c movements or as
a result of volcan�c

processes. The mounta�ns
�nclude convex and
concave forms. The

h�ghest mounta�n range
on Earth �s the

H�malayas, and the
h�ghest peak �s Mount

Everest.
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We created a beeh�ve from fabr�c
by cutt�ng hexagonal shapes. We
connected them w�th the lengths

of the s�des.
 

Ayten Balaza�rova -
Azerba�jan, school 101
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PINECONE- SPIRAL

What do p�ne cones
and mathemat�cs
have �n common?

kaunas k�ndergarten "Š�l�nukas"/l�thuan�a/
Jolanta Sn�tkė

 



PINECONE-
SPIRAL

The logar�thm�c
sp�ral was d�scovered
�n 1638 by R. Descartes
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Saharan desert ants use the path
integration system to find direction. In

this system, the ant calculates its
distance to the nest by using the sum of

its walking and turning movements
after leaving the nest. Divides the

distance to the anthill into small parts;
each segment carries the appropriate
vector of direction and distance. The

sum of these vectors yields the
'homing' vector, which gives the

distance and direction of the slot.
 

ANT - HOMING VECTOR

BETÜL ÖZLEN ÇIRAK GÜNLÜKBAŞI İBRAHİM
GÜL KINDERGARDEN FETHİYE
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STONE - RECTANGLE 

Tanja Sad�k� Sabo
K�ndergaren Kol�br�

Stone is formed by crushing (shredding)
rocks. It can be caused by erosion,

naturally due to the influence of: rain,
wind, frost, tides, earthquakes, floods
and other meteorological phenomena.

Today, stone can also be obtained
artificially: by cutting with various saws,

crushing with explosives or grinding,
crushing and in other ways. Stone has

been used in construction since ancient
times, as a building material for the

construction of houses, auxiliary
buildings, bridges and roads. There are
different sizes and shapes. It is often

used for decoration.
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SEA - DEPTH

Büşra ÖZKAN-Lam�a dayanç preschool-
esk�şeh�r-türk�ye 

The world sea map shows that
70% of the world �s covered w�th
water. S�nce a large part of the
planet �s covered w�th water, �t

�s poss�ble to exam�ne many
mar�ne �dent�t�es on the world's

seas and oceans map.
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